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SHARING EXPERIENCES
WITH INDUSTRY LEADERS

Dear Reader:
We have all been awaiting 2022,
a new year in which we would
depart from the difficulties
of 2021, everything would be
falling back into place, and
we could resume business as
usual. However, the profile of
2022 is still being written. We will
remain agile, creative, and adaptable, determined
to craft the conditions necessary for continued
success with you.
Taghleef is responding to the times and the needs
of both our customers and the environment.
We continue to strengthen our partnerships
with value chain stakeholders through our
commitment and collaboration, and our people
battle every day to keep our operations and
logistics performing. But while we focus on the
here and now, we do not lose sight of the longterm challenges. Sustainability and innovation
must remain the chosen fields of our engagement
for “the future generations.”
We want to leave no stone unturned and to gather
experiences in the design and production of
more sustainable flexible packaging, labels, and
technical films. Indeed, we work to make every
kilogram of polypropylene we process count, and
we ensure that all is used, recycled, or repurposed
within our facilities. An example of repurposing

is our new EDAMA packing material division
which processes recycled resins that cannot
be reintegrated into film production. Ideally, we
can soon expand this initiative beyond the strict
borders of our operations and bring along our
customers’ industrial waste.

Recycled & Recyclable EDAMA
A new product era
For more than ten years, Taghleef

EDAMA products are made of

granules that Taghleef had on hand,

Industries has been using internal

100% BOPP films which are re-

and the result was a significant

circular economy (ICE) programs

granulated and re-processed at

improvement in Ti’s carbon

As we continue to embody our Dynamic Cycle
initiative through various activities, we are looking
at more ways to get involved and demonstrate
our leadership to a broader audience. And with
the goals to foster education, leadership, and
collaboration in our industry, we are pleased
to introduce Ti Talks. This platform will feature
Taghleef-produced videos with in-house and
external experts in related BOPP markets and the
circular economy. These videos allow us a new
way to be closer to our partners and to be a voice
for the industry with them.

for closed loop processes. With the

Taghleef facilities in Dubai. Both

footprint paired with lower energy,

goal of zero waste in all production

recycled and recyclable, they are

water, and resin consumption. Ti

sites, Ti has developed systems

produced using first quality post-

has been using EDAMA to improve

to reuse resins from their own

industrially recycled (PIR) resins.

overall handling of BOPP films, and

processed materials.

Lightweight, versatile, easy to use,

Taghleef is excited to offer these

and designed to meet a broad

sustainable packing products to

range of industry requirements and

their customers and business

customer needs, these PP straps

partners.

While the course of 2022 is yet to be determined,
more than ever, we are putting our customers at
the center of our business. With that, I invite you
to connect with your Taghleef contacts. Our welltrained experts will partner with you anytime and
anywhere, and with them you can take significant
steps in the right direction for future generations.

manufacture new and improved

The product line was developed

polypropylene (PP) pallet strapping.

by a dedicated Ti team of experts

These products are offered under

in extrusion and converting

the Taghleef brand known as

technologies who wanted to

EDAMA.

repurpose the re-processed

One of these systems includes
Ti manufacturing their own
transportation packaging parts.
Having gained valuable experience
by reusing re-processed granules
for injection molded packing parts,
the idea was born to develop and

are suitable for many applications
and can even be custom printed to
add brand differentiation to every
package.

In Arabic, EDAMA means
“sustainability,” and these products
represent the beginning of a new
product era in the industry.

Sincerely,
Dr. Detlef Schuhmann
CEO Ti Group
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Taghleef at Meat-Tech

Sustainable options for meat segment
Sustainability is becoming a key driver in the fresh meat
market segment. On the one hand, highly protective
packaging is needed to avoid the considerable
environmental load of meat products lost to food
spoilage. On the other hand, the market is demanding
sustainable packaging solutions which use less materials,
have enhanced recyclability, or come from renewable
resources.

Ti Wins Best Packaging Award
in Forward-Thinking category
Collaboration is a fundamental

Taghleef’s soft cheese

element of Taghleef’s approach

packaging won the award

to innovation. Along with partners

in the “Forward-

in the industry, Ti worked on

Thinking”

several projects that were chosen

category. This

as finalists for the 2021 Best

packaging,

Packaging Awards, a competition

produced in

promoted by the Italian Packaging

collaboration

During the recent Meat-Tech tradeshow in Milan, Taghleef

Institute and sponsored by Ethical

with Lineapack,

showcased its latest reDESIGN™ developments for

Packaging Charter Foundation.

showcases the

packaging in the meat and dairy segments which were

ability to understand

made in collaboration with several converters and

both the complexity of product

machine producers.

packaging requirements along

Product packaging made with EXTENDO® films in

with the sustainability profile that

Carbon Certification (ISCC Plus),

combination with cast PP provide superior food

consumers demand.

protection thanks to their high gas barrier and good

The winning entry was made with

sealing performance. The resulting packaging can be

of the film’s manufacturing process

the EXTENDO® high barrier film

used in modified atmosphere and vacuum applications

starting with the management of

rcXTMH in combination with a cast

and is also compatible in the polyolefins recycling stream.

raw materials.

polypropylene film. Thanks to its

One successful packaging redesign uses EXTENDO

properties, EXTENDO rcXTMH is

XTMH film in flow pack for ground meat. This
monomaterial solution is an alternative to the
traditional multi-material tray and lid structure, and it
uses up to 70% less material which results in reduced
transportation costs and lower greenhouse gas
emissions. The same structure has been presented as a

ideal when used in monoweb or in
laminate structures, allowing the
reDESIGNTM of traditional multimaterial structures used in most
soft cheese applications for a more
sustainable solution that is suitable

which guarantees the sustainability

Three other solutions presented
by Taghleef Industries also made it
to the finals: a Biotape made with
biobased PP in collaboration with
Filmac, a bag for herbal teas made
with a compostable paper and PLA
biobased film NATIVIA® NTSS 40
in collaboration with Lineapack,

substitute for PA/PE or PET/PE laminates traditionally

for mechanical recycling streams.

used as flow wrap for salami.

EXTENDO rcXTMH is part of

barrier film EXTENDO XZMX 18

Another solution involves using EXTENDO XZMX in

Taghleef’s reLIFE™ range, which

with coated paper in collaboration

includes BOPP solutions with

with Poplast.

combination with TTR film from Ti’s specialty portfolio as
substitution of OPET for heat resistance and with cast PP
as a sealant web to replace aluminium foil in large bags

post-consumer chemically recycled
content that allows for significant

for cold cuts.

savings of virgin raw materials.

For a biobased alternative, the high barrier NATIVIA®

according to the requirements of

NXZS in combination with paper or NATIVIA NTSS
provides excellent food protection in a package made

Furthermore, Ti is certified
the International Sustainability and

and a stand-up pouch using high

Together with their partners,
Taghleef offers forward-thinking,
responsible packaging solutions
that place consumers and safety for
the environmental first. Together,
they innovate for future generations.

from renewable resources and designed for recyclability
in paper stream or industrial composting.
Click here for product info used in meat packaging
applications .
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Sustainability in Packaging
Europe’s largest event
Taghleef Industries was a proud sponsor of the

reliable localized infrastructure and product offerings

Sustainability in Packaging Europe Conference, Europe’s

that support sustainability.

largest sustainable packaging event, which was held in
Barcelona in November 2021. Ti highlighted its Dynamic
Cycle™ initiative and exhibited some of its most recent
collaborations and packaging solutions.

NATIVIA® is Award Finalist
Frozen food package
Ti was a finalist for the Independent Commodity
Intelligence Services (ICIS) Innovation Awards 2021,
a prestigious international competition recognizing

Together with other industry stakeholders, Taghleef is

companies that are leading the way in product,

doing its part to drive the industry toward a more circular

process, and sustainability within the chemical

economy.

industry. The product entered in the category of Best
Product Innovation, a frozen fruit bag made with Ti’s

During the two-day event, Taghleef’s Product and

NATIVIA® PLA-based film, was a result of a successful

Sustainability manager, Monica Battistella, was a panelist

partnership with Maca Srl and Gimef Srl.

for the “Recycled Content in Packaging” discussion. She

NATIVIA films are bio-based and industrially

shared the importance and value of closing the loop by

compostable, and they offer an alternative to

integrating recycled content from the flexible packaging

traditional frozen food packaging. In this growing

perspective.

and demanding market segment, these films

The conference was well-attended by several key players

guarantee the required mechanical and seal strength

across the supply chain, including Nestlé, PepsiCo,

performance in appropriate applications.

and the Ellen MacArthur Foundation. This conference

The redesigned package is performing as well as the

provided Ti with an excellent opportunity to establish its

original structure with the added benefit of reduced

unique position in the sector as an industry expert with

dependence on conventional plastics and limited
fossil-based resources. In addition, these packages
can be discarded with organic waste and do not

Oman and Australia Sites

require the consumer to first separate the packaging
from any residual food.

receive ISCC Plus certification

validates the company’s efforts toward closing the loop
by reintroducing recycled plastics from post-consumer
waste.
“These certifications reinforce Taghleef Group’s
commitment to providing sustainable packaging and
labeling solutions that fit within the circular economy
framework,” said Mark Richardson, Ti Australia’s
Business Development Manager.
Sundeep Mudgal, Ti Oman’s General Manager, added,
“This achievement reinforces Taghleef’s strong position
Taghleef Industries sites in Oman and Australia were

in the market. Ti can offer innovate solutions and services

recently granted International Sustainability and Carbon

that meet customers’ specific packaging requirements

Certification (ISCC Plus), joining the ranks of Ti’s Italy

while also encouraging the switch from traditional to

and Spain already certified facilities. This achievement

more sustainable film products.”

highlights Ti’s innovation and industry progress, and it
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Technical Focus
Game-Changing Technology

Custom coating line for North America
In 2021, Taghleef installed a custom

while validating differential coating

line not only allows Ti to support

liquid coating line at its facility in

methods that are essential to our

current coating methods, but it is

Terre Haute, Indiana, to support

customers.”

also equipped to support future

new markets in coated OPP films.
This Davis-Standard line is enabling
Taghleef to bring added value
and enhanced performance to
OPP films to support customers
throughout North America and
beyond.

The collaborative efforts that
took place at Davis-Standard’s
Technical Center in Fulton, New
York were critical to the success of
the line’s engineering and design.
Taghleef ran trials on the pilot

exceptional in terms of precision
coating on both sides, and it
enables Ti to handle new OPP
applications from the Terre Haute
facility.”
Investments like this custom

“Davis-Standard collaborated with

technology prior to purchase, and

coating line are evidence of

us to build a highly customized

both companies worked together

Taghleef’s forward thinking and

liquid coating line, making it

through all project phases, from

responsiveness to the needs

possible to achieve unique film

R&D and design to installation and

of the market. “This is a new

attributes and proprietary coating

qualification.

technology for us, and it will be a

Craig Ligda, Taghleef’s Director of
Operations in North America. “We
have improved film printability

According to Taghleef’s Senior
Director of Operations in North
America, Larry Mauer, “This new

Multilayer lab extruder

needs. The tandem coater is

line to prove and test equipment

methods for new applications,” said

New R&D Capabilities

game-changer,” said Ligda. “We
are already realizing the benefits
of bringing these OPP films to
market.”

Taghleef North America has upgraded its R&D

can be produced with as little as 1 kilogram of material.

capabilities by adding a lab-scale five-layer extrusion

This allows the evaluation of cutting-edge technology

and casting system. This piece of equipment includes

ingredients like graphene oxide for barrier or mechanical

four extruders, a combining block, a die, chilled casting

reinforcement, which would otherwise be price

rolls, and a winder. The extrusion capability of the new

prohibitive when tested at the pilot scale.

lab-scale line coupled with the R&D center’s existing film
orienation and compounding equipment allows for the
rapid creation of film structures for evaluation using little
time and few materials.

In addition, this new extrusion system complements the
current Ti pilot line capabilities. The lab-scale line can
screen hundreds of film structures and materials that
can later be down-selected for focused development

The extrusion system can extrude layers that, after

on the pilot line. This pilot line, using only hundreds of

orientation, are less than 100 nanometers thick. This

kilograms of material, can then be used to optimize

nano-scale thickness is beyond current commercial

the technology and identify a set of high-quality film

capabilities. Evaluation of ultra-thin layers is important to

structure candidates before moving to a commercial line,

support customer long-term trends of reducing material

where thousands of kilograms of material are consumed

usage, increasing barrier performance, and increasing

at great cost.

packaging options. This new lab-scale line allows Ti to
explore and justify the value and benefits of nano-scale
layers prior to investing at commercial-scale cost and risk.
This extrusion system can produce film samples for

Taghleef R&D scientists are committed to developing the
best films in the most efficient and cost-effective way in
order to bring new and high-performing products to the
market.

mechanical, chemical, printing, sealing, and barrier
testing. Most importantly, complex multilayer films
Taghleef team and the new coating line in Terre Haute, Indiana
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Ti Leads the Way

Shrink sleeve label recyclability
Shrink sleeve labels are a fantastic

As we all strive for a more circular

Driven by company sustainability

way for brand owners to have as

economy, it is important that there

goals, legislation, and coalitions

with shrink sleeves. TDS-

much real estate on their packaging

are recyclable options for shrink

such as the Global Plastics Pact

50 has been recognized

as possible for eye-catching

sleeve labels, which represent 17%

and its regional off-shoots, package

by the Association of

confidence that their packaging

product decoration. A big challenge

of labels worldwide—and growing.

designers are actively seeking

Plastic Recyclers (APR) as

will be recyclable at the end of the

meeting or exceeding the

product’s life.

for shrink sleeve labels has been
that the containers were rendered
impossible to recycle as the labels
were made with PETG, PVC, or OPS.

Ti‘s SHAPE360® TDS-50 shrink
film provides the market and the
recycling industry with a floatable
polyolefin label that enables the
recycling of PET, HDPE, and PP
containers. As this polyolefin shrink
film has a lower density than PETG,
the designer can achieve their

solutions such as TDS-50 for
use in food, beverage, household

vision of recycling containers

PET, colored HDPE, and natural

markets. In the European Union

HDPE containers. It is certified as

and many other countries, only

recyclable by Interseroh with its

50 are considered acceptable for
recycling.

branding desires with 30% less

The Ti Labels team is working

material, further improving the

with customers, recyclers, and

sustainability of the packaging.

other stakeholders in all regions
of the world to realize the

These third-party certifications
give converters and brand owners

critical design guidance for

products, and personal care

floatable shrink labels such as TDS-

with TDS-50 shrink sleeve labels.

“Made for Recycling” seal and
by the European PET Bottle
Platform (EPBP). Each
of these certifications
involves rigorous testing
to recycling industry
standards for proper
identification, sorting,
and recycling of the
various containers
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SynDECOR® Black

Lasting beauty for decorative surfaces
Decorative surfaces have a lasting influence on the

ink expenditure to cover the background, impacting the

functional performance and aesthetics of interior

cost competitiveness of the printed film.

Extending Shelf Life
& reducing food waste
Greenhouse gases (GHGs) have far-

Along with burning fossil fuels,

Thoughtfully designed packaging

reaching effects on health and the

food waste produces GHGs. Today,

can help protect food and extend

environment. GHGs contribute to

an estimated one-third of all food

shelf life, thereby decreasing

As a solution to these issues, Taghleef Industries has

increases in climate change, smog

produced in the world is never

food waste and associated GHGs.

introduced SynDECOR® Black film in 50 and 40 microns

and air pollution, extreme weather

consumed. When food is wasted,

Taghleef actively contributes to

thicknesses. This new product delivers a solid-colored

conditions like wildfires, respiratory

the energy and water used to grow,

this vision by developing high

print substrate that provides tone and hue consistency

diseases, and food supply

harvest, transport, and package

barrier films such as EXTENDO®

One important element of the decorative printing

for intricate, dark patterns. With SynDECOR Black, minor

disruptions. While some GHGs

that food is also wasted. In addition,

that extend shelf life, offer superior

process is the print substrate. For many of today’s latest

scratches from regular use are less visible, extending

are produced through agricultural

the process of food rotting in

product protection, and allow safer

design trends, a conventional white opaque film may not

the furniture life cycle. This black film also enables cost

practices such as livestock manure,

landfills produces methane, a GHG

storage and handling throughout

be the best choice, such as when the decorative pattern

savings by significantly reducing ink consumption. In

others primarily result from

addition to these advantages, SynDECOR Black is a

even more potent than CO2 that

the supply chain. Thanks to its

is a dark woodgrain. For example, age, daily wear and

human activities such as burning

contributes to global warming. The

outstanding oxygen and moisture

tear, or scuff marks on the surface of a five-piece cabinet

sustainable option, delivering high quality in a PVC- and

fossil fuels. In this way, humans

massive amount of food wasted

barriers along with excellent aroma

door may result in white lines showing from the base

formaldehyde-free film.

have been largely responsible for

in the world is not just a social

and flavor preservation, food

SynDECOR Black film delivers a natural look for

increasing GHGs in the atmosphere

or humanitarian concern; it’s an

packaged using Ti films achieve

over the last 150 years.

environmental concern.

better taste with less waste.

design. Whether matte or glossy, rough or soft, plain or
patterned, or hard or flexible, selecting the right surface
for each furniture or flooring application is a crucial
decision for product designers and architects.

film, diminishing the aesthetics of the piece. Another
disadvantage of using white substrates when printing
dark patterns is that the white film base requires higher

decorated surfaces that lasts longer.

Surface in Motion Conference
The SynDECOR business team participated at
the “Surface in Motion - Technology and Design
Conference” in Wiesbaden, Germany on November
3rd-4th as a sponsor of the event. The event focused
on technical developments in the decorative
surfaces market and also highlighted future trends,
innovative material compositions, and the effect
surfaces have on sustainability and the environment.

Björn Dragun, Ti Germany Sales Manager
Alberto Céniga, SynDECOR Global Sales Manager
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Derprosa™ Leads ADG-FAD Workshop

Unforgettable Soft Touch

Laminating films for graphic arts are widely used in

versions of Derprosa lamination films. During the panel

In a year full of challenges,

secondary packaging. Secondary packaging such as

discussion, participants saw real examples and were

companies are reevaluating the

boxes used for various products like perfumes, candles,

extended the invitation to collaborate with Derprosa for

strategies they use to effectively

and electronics represent the first point of contact

their future packaging design projects.

connect with customers and build

for graphic designers

between the brand and the final consumer. The surfaces
of these boxes are printed with designs, fonts, images,
and logos that attract customers and convey brand value.

During the workshop, Nuria Vila, a specialist in
sustainable packaging design, conducted an interview
with Cobos in which she asked the critical questions that

by Derprosa™

brand affinity. For the packaging
industry, one way to achieve this
is with product packaging designs
that bring added value and create

Laminating films provide protection, tactile experiences,

a designer would want to know about lamination films.

and incredible shelf appeal. However, many graphic

This provided the opportunity to disprove myths, defend

designers specializing in packaging may not be aware

the benefits of lamination films, and point out some

One company that successfully

of the many advantages of paper lamination; in fact,

difficulties encountered when using sustainable materials

uses this strategy is Specialty

they may even be influenced by the widespread societal

or when recycling packaging.

Products in El Salvador. This

opinion that plastic materials should always be avoided.
To inform and advise these specialists on the benefits
and responsible use of paper lamination, Derprosa™
started a pilot program with the Association of Art
Directors and Graphic Designers (ADG-FAD), the main
association of graphic designers and art directors in
Spain. This program provides education on sustainable
options and recyclability and offers direct support on
specific projects.
On October 27th, 2021, a face-to-face workshop was held
at ADG-FAD headquarters in Barcelona. In a practical
and friendly way, Derprosa Marketing and Business
Development Manager, Raül Cobos, explained the
advantages of using both the traditional and sustainable

One comment was heard over and over after the
workshop: “Why didn’t anyone explain this to us before?!”

positive brand perception.

company, part of the Sigma Q
Group, produces high-value artisan
packaging for premium products.
Specialty Products knows Ti’s
expertise with lamination films and
chooses Derprosa™ Soft Touch
film for their packaging creations.
The Soft Touch film is particularly
popular for packaging luxury
products such as jewelry and wellknown liquors.
Soft Touch creates not only a
visual but also a tactile experience
for customers. The velvety finish
creates a luxurious feel and
conveys the high quality of the
product inside the package. By
using Derprosa lamination films,
Specialty Products helps brand
owners engage consumers in an
unforgettable way.
Ti is pleased to partner with
designers and producers like
Specialty Products to create
outstanding product packaging.
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Ti Latin America’s

American Poly del Norte

smart use of resources

Closing the loop in Mexico

At all their manufacturing sites, Taghleef is committed to

such as plastic profiles, end caps, and core plugs using

quality, safety, and care for the environment. Using best

their recycled metalized film.

American Poly del Norte (APN)

materials, optimized systems

Finding creative ways to give

In their daily operations, Ti recovers, reuses, and recycles

is an important player in the

for energy consumption, and

recycled plastic new life is an

all materials possible. Any materials that are not fit for

packaging supply chain in

customized solvent recycling

important contribution to closing

use in Ti’s processes are then purchased by companies

Mexico. With their thoughtful use

stations, APN is creating a culture

the loop and building awareness of

partners in the supply chain. For example, in Colombia

in other sectors that then use the materials to create

of resources and collaboration

of social responsibility both inside

sustainability in the industry.

and Mexico, Ti has customer agreements in place to

chairs, pails, baskets, and other items.

with other stakeholders, they are

and outside their facilities.

principles of manufacturing in all processes, Ti is careful
and thoughtful with resources management.
One way Ti does this is by creating initiatives with their

take back wooden shipping pallets. When the pallets
are returned, they are inspected, cleaned, and repaired
according to accepted standards. Once ready, the pallets

All of these initiatives are supported by the integrated
teamwork of Taghleef departments including Purchasing,

helping to close the loop in the
converting sector.

APN has also built a strong external
network which is helping to keep

Procurement, Production, Sales, and Quality Control. The

As the major converter in the

plastic’s circle of life on the move.

teams continue to develop programs that promote smart

region, APN offers brand owners

One of their most significant

manufacturing and sustainable business practices.

products that meet improved

projects is a program developed

In addition to reusing pallets in the take-

sustainability targets. In

with Salcan Plastic, a Monterrey

back program, Ti also cleans, repairs, and

partnership with Taghleef, APN

company that uses post-industrial

refurbishes pallets in their raw materials

created new packaging structures

materials from APN to produce

receiving areas. Ti also produces

that are smaller, thinner, and

recycled resin. Salcan then uses

other packing materials

better for recycling. By listening

the resin to make injection molded

to customers and understanding

plastic baskets for fruits and

market requirements, collaboration

vegetables at the same facility.

can result in innovative solutions

These durable plastic baskets can

that support sustainability and

be used multiple times and can

meet the needs of the market.

then be reintroduced to the

are reintroduced to the packing process for finished
product shipments.

Leading the way with internal

recycling process.

programs such as automated
machinery for efficient use of raw
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Mai Dubai and Ti

Partners for sustainability
In October 2021, Ti executives visited
the Mai Dubai water-bottling facilities.
Fully owned by Dubai Electricity
and Water Authority, Mai Dubai is
the leading bottled water brand in
the United Arab Emirates. On top
of its already impressive set up in
Dubai, the company recently added
a state-of-the-art Sidel line with an
output of approximately 86,000
bottles per hour.

transparency, and a sustainable journey. The remarkable
efforts Mai Dubai have made toward this mission allow
them to operate the plant with 100% clean solar energy.
Taghleef Industries is proud to partner with brand
phenomena Mai Dubai, providing them film solutions
that meet their high-clarity and high-speed labeling
requirements. Taghleef eagerly looks forward to their
continued collaboration with Mai Dubai, a trailblazing

Upcoming Events

company whose vision complements Ti’s Dynamic Cycle™
initiatives.

Alexander van’t Riet, CEO of Mai

Mr. Patrick Desies
CSMO Taghleef Industries

Dubai LLC, met with the Ti team to
share the company’s philosophy

Mr. Alexander van’t Riet
CEO of Mai Dubai LLC

on packaging: that label design

Mr. Abdul Rasheed
Regional Sales Manager
Ti MENA

should be based on functionality,

Mr. Sundeep Mudgal
General Manager Ti Oman

Market Needs in Asia Pacific
Ti responds

Feb 15-18
Mar 7-9
Mar 8-10
Apr 4-7
Apr 26-29
May 3-6
Jun 15-16
Sep 13-15
Sep 27-29
Oct 22-26
Oct 23-26
Oct 27-29

BIOFACH
APR Plastic Recycling Conference
CFIA		
SPC Impact
Labelexpo Europe
IPACK-IMA
LuxePack New York
Labelexpo Americas
FachPack
Meat-Tech
Pack Expo International
Triestespresso Expo

Nuremberg, Germany
Washington DC, USA
Rennes, France
San Francisco, USA
Brussels, Belgium
Milan, Italy
New York, USA
Chicago, USA
Nuremberg, Germany
Fiera Milano Rho, Italy
Chicago, USA
Trieste, Italy

Introducing Ti Talks

Leading converters, multinational and local end users,

packaging. Ti’s extensive portfolio of IML films is suited

Conversation, collaboration, and expertise ...We have information to

and other industry players recently met at the 2021

to meet this need, offering high-performance films in a

share and so do our partners. That’s why we’re excited to introduce

China Packaging Technology Innovation and Sustainable

variety of finishes that deliver consistent printing, die-

Ti Talks, a video platform where experts discuss matters related

Development Forum (CPiS2021) to showcase the latest

cutting, and molding.

to the BOPP industry. Topics will cover products, technologies,

innovative solutions in the region. Taghleef Industries was

sustainability, community, careers, and more. Check out the Ti Talks

represented by Ti’s Senior Project Manager,

page, watch for new episodes, and meet our experts and guests.

Jeremy Zhong.
At this forum, the industry made it loud and clear

About the Cover

that barrier layers made from metallized polyester or
aluminum foil do not meet international standards or
principles of a circular economy. Taghleef’s wide range
of barrier films are well-positioned to replace traditional

The printed edition of Ti News n.27 features Derprosa™ Sandy Matte film on

multi-material structures. For example, Ti’s DZ478 film in
18 micron thickness has excellent barrier properties and

Jeremy Zhong (far left) with Polifilm Team

the cover. This lamination film has a sensational gritty texture, giving printed

is suited for various applications.

materials a unique feel and extra protection.

Another clear message from the industry is the need for

For more information, contact derprosa@ti-films.com or visit derprosa.com

thinner, lighter, and more cost-effective solutions for rigid
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